STUDENT BIOS

Alec McCreight
My name is Alec McCreight, and I attend the Baltimore School for the Arts
as a vocalist. I will bring to the internship a decade of vocal performance
and music theory experience. This experience includes private vocal
lessons with the professional bass/baritone Robert Cantrell. I hope to
gain from this opportunity a base from which to leap into a career in
music. I also hope to put to use my years of performance experience, as
well as my proficiency in production software such as Logic Pro X. The
opportunity to experience and become familiar with work in music is
priceless. It will sure be useful to be prepared for my future in advance.
Five words that describe me:

introspective, curious, musical, realistic, amiable

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest): MS Word, Production/Performance, Music
Composition, MS PowerPoint, Google Doc, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Working with younger children,
MS Excel, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Video Camera, Writing for newsletters or
publications, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Database Management

Angel Hernandez
I attend Baltimore City College High School. I would bring a creative
approach to new problems or new ideas, something that might shake
things up a little. I hope to be able to immerse myself in art while
learning to appreciate it for all that it is. I also hope to gain
preparation for college. Dance is a form of art that inspires me
because it’s an art of self that I don’t know much about, but that I find
calls to my soul.
Five words that describe me: Curious, shy, overthinker, kind, gullible
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS Excel,
MS PowerPoint, Database Management, Google Docs, Working with younger children,
Production/Performance, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera,
Music Composition

Ariel Balbossa
My name is Ariel Balbossa and I go to Baltimore City College. I hope
that I would bring my hard work and determination to the internship. I
hope to gain more of an understanding of how other artists use their
craft in their daily lives. An art form that inspires me is digital art
because I love to play with the features such as multiplying layers and
varying the use of lighting. I would love to learn more about digital
art because I am self taught and I haven’t been able to figure out as
much as I would like.
Five words that describe me:
and determined

Responsible, hardworking ,punctual, intelligent,

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

Google Docs, Working with younger children,
Production/Performance, MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, Adobe Illustrator, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), Writing for newsletters or publications, Video Camera

Ayanna White
My name is Ayanna White. I go to Bard High School Early College. I
am hoping to bring my ability to learn a skill quickly alongside my
political and social insight where it pertains to art. I am hoping to gain
insight on the business side of the arts and how to manage myself as an
artist. My main focus and career goal is to become a filmmaker, but I
am also into radio and potentially having or hosting a podcast. I would
like to learn entirely about that career field.
Five words that describe me: creative, open-minded, attentive, astute, and
passionate

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS
PowerPoint, Working with younger children, Production/Performance, Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), Video Camera, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe Illustrator, MS Excel,
Adobe InDesign

Camryn Moore
My name is Camryn Moore and I go to Carver Center for Arts and
Technology. Through this internship, I hope to deepen my passion for the
arts (especially visual arts) and get professional development. I also
hope to learn a lot from the people I’m around-my peers and mentors
alike. I offer my passion for the arts and my diligence; everything I do I
do to the best of my ability. I’m also insatiably curious. I love learning in
any way it comes and this love improves my critical and creative thinking
and projects. I love art history, and I draw, paint, and make films
regularly. I’m also really interested in literature and history, and I love
finding the intersections between all these art forms.

Five words that describe me:

Passionate, Curious, Motivated, Diligent, Introspective

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, Social
Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera, MS PowerPoint, Google Docs,
Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), MS Excel

Carson Murphy
Carson Murphy is an 11th grader at Baltimore School for the Arts. He is
formally trained in life drawing and art history and has a strong sense of
attention to detail. He hopes to gain professional job experience in the
art world, as well as the tools to apply to a college best suited for his
future interests. He is interested in ancient global art history and wants to
learn more about curation.

Five words that describe me:

Creative, opinionated, kind, curious, forgetful

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS PowerPoint, Google Docs, Social Media
(Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign

Charyce Burrell
My name is Charyce Burrel but my nickname is Reese. My high
school is Mergenthaler, but everyone calls it MERVO for short. For
this internship, I would bring responsibility, trust, not being lazy, a
positive attitude, and an open mind. What I hope to gain from this
internship is new experiences, knowledge, and college readiness.
Also experiences in the real world with more work experiences. An
art form that inspires me would be art itself and music. They both
inspire me the same because they both show me different things and
there are different messages behind them. Thank you for reading.
Five words that describe me:

Goofy, Creative, Quiet, Respectful, and trustworthy

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Adobe
Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe Illustrator, MS Word, Google Docs, Video Camera, MS
Excel, MS PowerPoint, Database Management, Adobe InDesign, Music Composition, Writing for newsletters or
publications, Working with younger children

Chayla Stanton
My name is Chayla Stanton and I attend the Baltimore School for the Arts.
The things that I would bring to the internship are my leadership qualities
and those are hard worker, good listener, etc. I hope to gain a new
outlook on the arts and just seeing it from a different perspective, but also
getting help with my college essay. Acting inspires me so much because I
just have a huge passion for it.
Five words that describe me: Hard working, determined, outgoing but quiet, confident, polite
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, Working with younger children,
Production/Performance, MS PowerPoint, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera, Google Docs,
Adobe Illustrator, Database Management, MS Excel, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro),
Adobe InDesign

Connor DeLeon
My name is Connor DeLeon and I attend Baltimore City College. To this
internship, I plan on bringing optimism, flexibility, open mindedness, and
insight from many different perspectives depending on the subject
matter. In addition, I hope to bring new ideas and approaches to the
tasks that will be performed. From this internship, I hope to gain a
further understanding of not only art, but myself, people, and my
general understanding of how things work the way they do and why.
The art form that inspires me and that I want to learn about is visual art.
I have interests in other forms of art that exist, but I feel that visual art

offers the most open way to express an idea, image or concept. A picture is worth a BILLION
words!
Five words that describe me:

Open-Minded, Courteous, determined, meticulous, flexible

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Powerpoint, Google Docs, Social Media
(Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Working with younger children, MS Word, MS Excel, Video Camera, Music Composition,
Database Management, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro),
Production/Performance (Theatre, singing, piano), Adobe Illustrator, Writing for
newsletters or publications

David Donald
Hi! I’m David Donald, and I go to Baltimore City College as a junior. My
greatest assets have to be my curiosity and love for different cultures, and
my hope is really see how a future career in the arts, especially visual art,
would be. It would be a learning experience for me and a way for me to
bring a foreign, more international view to the program. I love and have
always been surrounded by both architects and visual art, especially
historic art. Historic art, from different time periods and cultures, gives me
new perspectives and opens me up to different discussions and
interpretations. Bye, David.

Five words that describe me:

Political, Reliable, Social, Enthusiastic, Stylish

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest): MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, Google Docs,
Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera, Writing for newsletters or publications, Working with
younger children

Elijah Nichols
Hello, I’m Elijah Nichols and I attend Baltimore School for the Arts as a
vocalist. Doing Bloomberg would really help me gain a lot of information on
the cultural aspect of the arts in general. It would open my eyes to a lot of
different things and give me hands-on experience. While I’m learning at
Bloomberg and doing different things, I would also contribute some traits that
I have as far as my organization, my ability to work hard and get things
done, and also being open minded and being willing to experience and do
different things. I would love to learn more about all types of art and
experience different forms of art that I don’t already do. Mainly to open my
eyes to something new.

Five words that describe me: Artistic, Friendly, Responsible, Creative, Generous
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), Google Docs, Working with younger children, MS PowerPoint, Video Camera, Music Composition

Freddy Wolfe
My name is Freddy Wolfe. I go to Baltimore School for the Arts for visual arts. What I would
bring to the internship is a positive attitude and ready to learn. I would also be dedicated to my

internship as I hope to gain a lot from it. I’m excited to get a lot of
experience in a real work environment and to be more immersed in a
cultural center in our city. An art from that I find myself really inspired
by is photography. The way that people can turn something as
common as taking a photo into something really great takes a lot of
talent and skill and is something that I am very happy to be learning
about.
Five words that describe me:

Visual Artist, Digital Work, Music

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS PowerPoint,
Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Google Docs, Social
Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), MS Word, MS Excel, Adobe Illustrator, Video
Camera, working with younger children, Music Composition, Writing for newsletters or publications,
Production/Performance, Adobe InDesign, Database Management

Gyasi Mitchell
My name is Gyasi Mitchell and I attend Baltimore City College High
School. As an artist and a young person, I would like to bring to the
internship a new perspective to the things that we may cover. Whether
it be a conversation or an intriguing question, I would just love to bring
my full authentic self. Not everyone can take the same picture, so my
picture will be different from my peers. But from being in this program,
I hope to gain knowledge about college and just anything in relation to
the world of art. I hope from being in the program, I can grow as an
artist and as a person entering college and come out a new person with
motivations that speak truth to what I want to accomplish in my lifetime.
As I strive for the goal, I will continue with my passion of filmmaking and just create work that
will inspire others. As I do that, I will continue learning and growing. One thing I would really
want to learn is lighting so I can be a better cinematographer.
Five words that describe me:

Weirdo, introverted, creative, passionate, individualistic

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, Adobe Editing
Software, (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro),Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video
Camera, Working with younger children, Database Management, Adobe Illustrator,
Writing for newsletters or publications, Production/Performance, Adobe InDesign, Music
Composition

Isabelle Rawa
My name is Isabelle Rawa and I got to Baltimore School for the Arts. I
would bring a knowledge of music and teamwork to the internship. I
hope to gain connections and friendships, plus learn how to apply for
college and the process that goes along with that. I’m inspired by
music. I love to play violin and I hope to work alongside other musicians.

Five words that describe me: determined, passionate, considerate, enthusiastic, and adventurous
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest): Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), Video Camera, Working with younger children, Production/Performance, MS Word, MS PowerPoint, MS
Excel, Music Composition, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe Illustrator, Adobe
InDesign

Jailynn-Yvonne Venessa Atkinson
My name is Jailynn-Yvonne Venessa Atkinson, but I go by Jailynn. I
attend Mergenthaler High School. I would bring great confidence, ideas
and talent to the internship. What I hope to gain from the internship is
more knowledge on graphic design and acting. I would also like to
gain knowledge on the actual workplace and its people. Graphic
Design inspires me, also acting. I would love to explore more about both
so either one is OK. I have always thought about being an actor, but
never had the time to try it. I do Graphic Design on a daily bases at
school, but it’s always good to learn more about it.
Five words that describe me:

funny, nice, caring, dedicated, strong

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, Video Camera, Adobe Editing Software
(Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe Illustrator, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Working with
younger children, Music Composition, Adobe InDesign, Google Docs, Production/Performance, Writing for newsletters
or publications, MS PowerPoint

Juan Carlos Galeano Varela
My name is Juan Galeano. I go to Patterson High School. I would bring
my creative thinking and hard work ethic. I hope to gain knowledge
about the business aspects of art businesses. The art form that I want to
learn more about is Graphic Design because I like creating my ideas into
picture or design. I hope that I also get to learn more about other types
of art that I’ not familiar with so that I can have a better understanding of
the art industry. I believe the business aspects that Bloomberg Arts will
teach me will help me with my future in graphic design.
Five words that describe me: Dedicated, Creative, Smart, Responsible, Respectful
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to
weakest): Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Google
Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), MS Word, MS PowerPoint, Adobe
Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Working with younger children, Video Camera

Kairiq Jones
My name is Kairiq Jones, and I’m a junior attending MERVO High
School. The things that I would bring to the internship is a different
aspect of how to look on certain things and how graphics is used in
everyday life. I really hope to gain a broad variety of arts within the

city of Baltimore. The art form that inspires me the most is visual and performing arts because I
have a creative mind. I love to speak, fashion is my desire, and I love to put on a show!
Five words that describe me: hardworking determined creative passionate confident
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS PowerPoint, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Editing
Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video
Camera, Writing for newsletters or publications, Working with younger children, Production/Performance, MS Word, MS
Excel, Database Management, Adobe InDesign, Music Composition

Kirone Anderson
My name is Kirone Anderson and I currently attend Patterson High School. I
will bring my confidence, great mindset, and my determination to the
internship. I hope to gain new experience about businesses: how they run
and how they work in the field of art. The art form that inspires me the
most would be graphic design because it is different and unique. It’s done
on computers and it has many different ways to user your imagination.
Graphic design plays a big role in my life and it has changed me in so
many ways.
Five words that describe me: Artistic, Creative, Serious, Funny, Sociable
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS
PowerPoint, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Working with younger children, Music Composition, Google Docs, Social
Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera, Writing for newsletters or publications, Adobe Editing Software
(Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Production/Performance, MS Excel, Database Management

Makayla Jefferson
My name is Makayla Jefferson, and I attend Coppin Academy. I will
bring passion and positive energy to the internship. I could also bring in
great ideas. I am mostly looking forward to working on college
admission. I also wish to gain experience and memories to share. Many
art forms inspire me such as painting, drawing, writing, photography, and
video editing. Over the summer, I would like to be better and grow into
the field of writing, photography or painting because they are my outlet.
It’s something about art that allows you to be free within yourself. I think
that when people are absorbed by art, they can make an impact on
people if they have or have not spoken to them.
Five words that describe me:

witty, reliable, teachable, Particular, Proactive

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, Writing for newsletters or publications,
Working with younger children, Google Docs, MS PowerPoint, Video Camera, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Editing, Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe InDesign, MS Excel,
Production/Performance, Database Management

Makiya Edwards
Hello, my name is Makiya Edwards. I attend Mergenthaler Vo-Tech
High School. The day I was given an invitation to join this program, was
very exciting. Something new, something outside of the box. Art was the
first word that popped out at me. I have an interest in art, so why not. I
hope to gain a lot of opportunities in this program. I hope to gain new
friendships and connections with people who can help me expand my
future for the better. I’m excited to learn more about my skills with
makeup and fashion and photography. I feel like Bloomberg Arts
Internship will be very helpful with my entire future.

Five words that describe me: Intelligent, confident, ambitious, optimistic, and determined
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), MS Word, Video Camera, Production/Performance, Working with younger children, MS PowerPoint, MS
Excel

Marvin Kiruki
My name is Marvin Kiruki and I attend SEED School of Maryland.
What I would bring to this internship is positive, boost other spirits up
and refrain from having a fixed mindset. I hope to gain knowledge
of business skills that can translate to networking for colleges along
with other opportunities. Visual art inspires me to express my
feelings and thoughts, as well as wanting to know how life and
movements are captures on a canvas. It’s mysterious and something I
want to learn more about.
Five words that describe me: Creative, Determined, Charismatic, Organized,
Responsible, and Versatile

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS
Excel, MS Powerpoint, Database Management, Google Doc, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Working with
younger children, Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro)

Mary-Joseph Olaleye
My name is Mary-Joseph Olaleye and I attend Baltimore City
College Class of 2020. I am able to bring my professionalism and
friendliness to BAI with my ability to understand and listen to what
people have to say which creates a work friendly environment where
I can give feedback and feel comfortable. From working at BAI, I
hope to gain more work experience because different encounters can
teach different life lessons and I can learn a different art form that I
can use to express who I am and what I represent. To me, I believe
that photography can help capture a person’s beauty and
representation. Photography captures a single moment that can be

interpreted in different forms, but also helps people relive an experience that they will treasure
forever.
Five words that describe me:

I am willing to learn.

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, Database
Management, Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera,
Working with younger children, Writing for newsletters or publications, Adobe Editing
Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign

Najja Akinwole
My name is Najja Akinwole. Akinwole being Swahili and meaning
bravery. Brave is a concept that I have been trying to figure out the
meaning of as it is permanently ingrained in my name. Brave was
what I had to be when I auditioned to be accepted in the Baltimore
School for the Arts. Unfortunately, I wasn’t accepted, but again, I had
to embody what it means to be brave and continue with my journey,
even though I was taken into a different direction. I attend Baltimore
City College High School and was given the opportunity to apply to
the Bloomberg Arts Internship Program. Bravery was once again brought to light as it gave me
courage to apply to this program with the prospect of not getting accepted. What I believe I will
bring to this program is a kind person who is willing to collaborate openly with her peers.
However, what I hope to gain from the program is to have a better insight on the inner workings
of the art business, as well as, how one is able to break into specific sectors of the art business.
Finally, the form of art that inspires me is comic book art because it is able to convey stories
through pictures. Overall, I believe this program will be a fruitful experience that will help me to
be more brave in having new experiences.
Five words that describe me: Funny, sensitive, creative, friendly, and collaborative
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook),
Working with younger children, Production/Performance, Google Docs, MS Word, MS PowerPoint, Video Camera,
Adobe Illustrator, Writing for newsletters or publications, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom,
Premier Pro), MS Excel

Nasya Smith
My name is Nasya Smith and I go to Baltimore School for the Arts.
What I hope to bring to the internship is the chance to learn how to
bring my art back into the community. What I would hope to gain in
this internship is the chance to collaborate with others that have the
same passion for art that I do. Another thing I hope to gain from this
internship is the experience of working in a professional filed that I
have interest in. The main art form that I have interest in is
dramaturgy. It interests me because it combines both my passion for
theater and psychology.

Five words that describe me: Efficient, Creative, Intelligent, Ambitious, Reliable
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS PowerPoint, Production/Performance,
Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Adobe InDesign, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop,
Lightroom, Premier Pro), Video Camera, Working with younger children, Writing for newsletters or publications, MS
Excel

Nina Berkman
Hello, my name is Nina Berkman, and I’m from Baltimore School for the
Arts. I have never been good at expressing my strengths to people, I’ve
always considered myself not a shy person, but just observant which
makes me less inclined to talk about myself, however, that doesn’t
mean it’s impossible. For me, I can learn easily. I love being a student
so picking up new things has always been easier for me. I also love to
laugh and feel a sense of community so when working with others I can
be highly productive. Also I’m a little OCD which helps me work well
and create good products. This internship I hope will help me get
connected with Baltimore more—the arts, the people. Unfortunately, living in Howard County I
find it a little bland. Also just being able to expand my abilities in either art or working. The art
form that inspires me mostly is dance. I’ve done it my whole life and it’s always helped me in
situations where I fail to express myself with words. I also really love writing and drawing-some
side hobbies I have when I am bored. Writing lets me think and remember experiences that I don’t
have normally and drawing is just a natural talent that I like to explore. I love colors and lines, the way
to form a picture, it’s something my Grandma did and highly interests me.

Five words that describe me:

Hard working, respectful, empathetic, strong, open minded

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), Production/Performance, MS PowerPoint, Video Camera, Working with younger children, MS Word

Quinn Fireside
My name is Quinn Fireside and I attend Baltimore School for the Arts. I hope
to bring a teamwork oriented, educated, artistically enthusiastic attitude

and energy to this program. I hope to gain a lasting professional
relationship with my assigned worksite and to gain experience in a field
I have always been incredibly passionate about: art. I have been
inspired by theatrical and production based art (from costumes, to set
design, to lighting) for as long as I can remember. My experience in this
field-while extensive-has motived me and created a desire within me to
learn and interact with as much of that as possible.
Five words that describe me: adventurous, outspoken, engaged, thoughtful, socially conscious
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS PowerPoint, Google Docs, Social Media
(Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Writing for newsletters or publications, Working with younger children,
Production/Performance, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe InDesign, Video Camera,
MS Excel, Adobe Illustrator

Rachel Fink
My name is Rachel Fink and I am a junior at Baltimore City College. In all
areas of my life, I work to push myself and exude confidence and
enthusiasm no matter how intimated I may be. I love to use art and peer
education to connect with others and try to give back to my community in a
way that is reflective of the goals of this internship. Working for three years
as an educator at the National Aquarium has given me the opportunity to
improve as an engaging, professional person, along with the skills to turn
theater, design, videography, and dance into mediums of teaching. I am
inspired by filmmaking and photography, but I love to learn about all facts
of art, and get an understanding of the ways they can and have been used
for social change.

Five words that describe me:

Ambitious, dedicated, encouraging, motivated,

resourceful

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS PowerPoint, Google Docs, Working with younger
children, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook),
Video Camera, Production/Performance, MS Word, Writing for newsletters or publications, MS Excel, Music
Composition, Database Management, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign

Savanah Winn
My name is Savanah Winn and I attend Baltimore City College High
School. I would bring a lot of passion and determination to this
internship along with positivity because these are key factors that
create the best learning and creative, fun, educational environment. I
hope to gain more college readiness skills along with more knowledge
in the arts and running a business in the arts, not matter what the art is,
I am willing to learn whatever! The art form that inspires me is film! I
have a passion for film and ALL its elements (cinematography,
directing, editing, etc.). Film allows my creative ideas and
hardworking/optimistic energy to create projects or even work with
people. Film allows me to represent my culture/society.
Five words that describe me: creative, dependable, methodical, active and honest
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS Excel,
MS PowerPoint, Google Docs, Social Media(Instagram, Twitter, Facebook),
Production/Performance, Video Camera, Database Management, Writing for
newsletters or publications, Working with younger children, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe
Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Adobe InDesign, Music
Composition

Sonia Hug
My name is Sonia Hug, and I go to Baltimore City College. I believe I
would bring enthusiasm and kindness to this internship. I love
challenging myself and always strive to persevere through difficult

tasks. I like to feel accomplished and purposeful, especially when it comes to something I’m
passionate about-such as the arts and collaborating with others. I hope to gain insight and
wisdom from professionals who have careers in the arts, and therefore, have already found the
things that work and don’t work in terms of success and happiness. I would love to learn more
about the art of photography-both film and digital, as well as different forms of visual art, such
as drawing and painting. Although I have been learning about the essentials of drawing for
years, I think it’s crucial to pinpoint areas where I can improve and work from there. You can
always become better at something and that is what I plan to do.
Five words that describe me: Inspired, creative, passionate, analytical, articulate
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook), MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, Video Camera, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier
Pro), Adobe Illustrator, Working with younger children, Production/Performance, Music Composition, Writing for
newsletters or publications

TaMar Jackson
My name is TaMar Jackson and I attend Patterson High School. To the
internship, I will bring my artistic nature and hardworking personality.
In this, I hope to gain entrepreneurial skills that will help me later in life
to run my own business. The art form that inspires me the most is
graphic design. It helps me get through my problems and express
myself.
Five words that describe me:

Smart, Respectful, Responsible, Creative, Positive

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

Adobe Editing
Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Social Media (Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook), Working with younger children, MS Word, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe
InDesign, Google Docs, MS PowerPoint

Tehya Delgardio-Lawrence
My name is Tehya Delgardio-Lawrence and I got to Baltimore City
College. Film and the arts are two things that I am very passionate
about, and my passion and drive are two things that I would bring to
the internship. I enjoy working with others and gaining knowledge,
while sharing it right back. I would bring my great ability to work with
others, ambition, and passion for film to the internship. I hope to gain a
lot of new experience from the internship. Experience with film, working
in a professional setting, and college help as well. College is important
to me and something that I think could help me pursue my career, so I
would be looking forward to receiving help with that process, too. Film
is an art form that inspires me because I am able to express myself and
share my ideas. Film is one of my outlets and is something that I plan on carrying with me
throughout my life. This is also a reason why I would love to learn so many new things about film

whether that be technique, execution or creation. I think this program is the program to help me
further my passion for film and working with others.
Five words that describe me: Creative, Ambitious, Leader, Active, and Generous
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, MS PowerPoint, Google Docs, Working
with younger children, Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera, MS Excel, Writing for newsletters or
publications, Production/Performance, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro

Valerie Reown
My name is Valerie Reown, and I go to City Neighbors High School in
Baltimore. I would bring creativity, determination and a desire to learn
to the internship. I also would bring support and encouragement to my
fellow interns to help them be the best they could be. I hope to gain a
sense of direction about where I want to go career-wise in my art.
Comics and animation are the art forms that inspire me most, and I'm
most interested in visual arts. But I'm open to any opportunity to learn.
Five words that describe me: Creative, intelligent, kind, diplomatic, hard-working
Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

Google Docs, Social
Media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook), Video Camera, Working with younger children,
Production/Performance, MS Word, MS PowerPoint, Music Composition, Writing for newsletters or publications, Adobe
Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro)

Zariyah Murray
My name is Zariyah Murray and I attend Baltimore City College High
School. Personally, I think that I would be able to bring my free spirit
and patience to the internship to help with the work that I’ll be able to do
either alone or with my peers. From this internship, I hope to gain new
friendships and a greater appreciation for the arts that I may not have
previously had or that I could branch out in. I would love to learn more
about visual art, specifically drawing and painting since its’ what I would
love to study in my time after college. However, I love learning new
things so any art form that I explore will excite me and I’d love to learn
more!
Five words that describe me:

Creative, Friendly, Funny, Extroverted, Unique

Skills/software/knowledge (strongest to weakest):

MS Word, Google Docs, Social Media (Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook), Working with younger children, Adobe Editing Software (Photoshop, Lightroom, Premier Pro), Video
Camera, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, Adobe Illustrator, Writing for newsletters or publications

